
WikiTree and DNA – DNA 
Features on WikiTree 



DNA Matches on WikiTree 

WikiTree is a global family tree (and can include 
living relatives) for your ancestors (all our 

ancestors, not just yours). 
 

 



WikiTree Connects 

 

WikiTree doesn't offer DNA testing.  

We don't host DNA test results.  

You don't "upload your DNA" to WikiTree.  

 

WikiTree focuses on what we do best: 

genealogical collaboration. 



WikiTree Connects 

 

 

We specialize in helping you share and 
collaborate with your matches. 

 
We also approach things from the opposite 

direction. 

 



WikiTree Connects 

We connect distant cousins who might be 
matches so that they can compare test results. 



 
DNA Matches on WikiTree 

 
 

Add your DNA Test Information to WikiTree  

 
 

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:DNATests 
 

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:DNATests
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:DNATests


 
DNA Features on WikiTree 

 

• Help you get more out of the tests for your 
own genealogy. 
 

• Help our shared mission to connect the 
human family on one free, genealogically-
correct tree. 



 
DNA Features on WikiTree 

 

What’s on your DNA wish list? 



 
DNA Features on WikiTree 

 
“I… want… a field in my genealogy program 
where I can put simple DNA information like 
haplogroups, where the person tested, and the 
GEDmatch, (Y-Search and MitoSearch) id 
number… see whom you might have gotten your 
X DNA from, as well as your Y and mtDNA 
ancestral lines. Another feature… a person’s 
profile page shows the tests of relatives that are 
related by DNA.” Kitty Munson Cooper, http://blog.kittycooper.com/ 

 

 

http://blog.kittycooper.com/
http://blog.kittycooper.com/


  



 

 

 

WikiTree takes 
the test 
information 
members enter 
and auto 
populates all 
profiles in the 
member’s line 
with their DNA 
test information. 



 
DNA Features on WikiTree 

 
How can you find a list of WikiTree’s DNA 

Features? 
 

Google it. 

 

WikiTree DNA Features 
 
 

 



How can you find a list of WikiTree’s DNA 
Features? 

 
Google WikiTree DNA Features 

 
 

 



 
DNA Features on WikiTree 

 
 

Or type the Features addy into your web browser 
 

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/DNA_Features 
 
 

You can also find a link in the DNA Category 
 

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Category:DNA 
 
 
 

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/DNA_Features
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/DNA_Features
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Category:DNA
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DNA Features on WikiTree 

 
 

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/DNA_Features 
 

 

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/DNA_Features
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/DNA_Features


WikiTree DNA Feature 

 

DNA Confirmation  
 

This is such a 

                                                     , feature that 
we’ve devoted an entire LiveCast to it. 

 
 



WikiTree DNA Feature 
 

Recording Tests – Test Details Page 
 

• Test detail pages for Y-chromosome and mitochondrial 
DNA tests show the earliest-known direct-line paternal or 
maternal ancestor.  

• They also show the living people who share the same Y-
chromosome or mitochondrial DNA,  

• link to DNA Ancestors and DNA Descendants views for each 
individual,  

• and include direct Relationship Finder links to show the 
relationship between the test-taker and the listed person. 

These test detail pages are rebuilt every day. They are updated as new discoveries are made by you or others, as 
privacy preferences change, etc. 

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Y-Chromosome_DNA_Tests
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Y-Chromosome_DNA_Tests
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Y-Chromosome_DNA_Tests
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Mitochondrial_DNA_Tests
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Mitochondrial_DNA_Tests
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/DNA_Ancestors
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/DNA_Descendants
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Relationship_Finder_for_Genetic_Genealogy


WikiTree DNA Feature 

How to find the Test Details Page 
 



WikiTree DNA Feature 

How to find the Test Details Page 
 



WikiTree DNA Feature 

How to find the Test Details Page 
 



WikiTree DNA Feature 

How to find the Test Details Page 
 



WikiTree DNA Feature 

How to find the Test Details Page 
 



WikiTree DNA Feature 

How to find the Test Details Page 
 



WikiTree DNA Feature 

These test detail pages are rebuilt every day. They are updated as new discoveries are made by you or others, as 
privacy preferences change, etc. 



WikiTree DNA Feature 

DNA Test Connections on Relevant 
Profiles 

 
When you record that you've taken a test we 
automatically connect this fact to profiles on 
WikiTree where your test may be useful for 
confirming or rejecting relationships. This 

encourages others — including distant cousins who 
find these profiles through Google searches — to 

compare results or get tested. 
 



 

 

 

WikiTree takes 
the test 
information 
members enter 
and auto 
populates all 
profiles in the 
member’s line 
with their DNA 
test information. 



WikiTree DNA Feature 

DNA Test Connections on Relevant 
Profiles 

Autosomal DNA Tests: If you've taken 
a 23andMe, AncestryDNA, Family Tree DNA Family 
Finder or MyHeritageDNA test we connect this fact 
to all your blood relatives out to eight degrees of 

separation. 

 



How to find the DNA Ancestors Page 
 



How to find the DNA Ancestors Page 
 





WikiTree DNA Feature 

DNA Test Connections on Relevant 
Profiles 

 
Y-Chromosome DNA Tests: If a male on WikiTree has 

added Y-chromosome DNA test information, we go all 
the way up the direct paternal line, father-to-father, 

to find the test-taker's earliest-known paternal 
grandfather. All male descendants, starting with this 
earliest-known paternal grandfather, are identified. 

 





WikiTree DNA Feature 

DNA Test Connections on Relevant 
Profiles 

 
 

Mitochondrial DNA Tests : If a male or female on 
WikiTree has taken a mitochondrial DNA test we will go 
up the direct maternal line, mother-to-mother, to find 

the test-takers' earliest-known maternal 
grandmother. We then include all the children, male 

and female, of this earliest-known direct-line maternal 
grandmother. Then we take the daughters gathered in 
the previous step and add all her children, male and 

female. We repeat this down through all the 
generations to identify all descendants. 





WikiTree DNA Feature 

DNA Test Connections on Relevant Profiles 
 
 
 

X DNA Information:  If you've taken an  Autosomal DNA 
Test  test we will show the percentage, on average, of a person's 

X-chromosome inherited from specific ancestors. 
 

The pattern of X-chromosome inheritance can be a little 
confusing for anyone! 

 
For an individual the actual percentage of DNA inheritance from 

specific ancestors (beyond a parent or grandparent) is rarely 
close to the average. 

 
 









Peter Roberts 



 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 
Lists of Potential Test-Takers (DNA 
Descendants Pages) 

 
• Every person on WikiTree also has a DNA Descendants 

page. These are accessible through the Tree & Tools page or 
from the DNA page on the pull-down menu for the person. 
 

• These display the descendants who have inherited an 
ancestor's Y-chromosome, mitochondrial DNA, and X 
chromosome. They can be handy when you're trying to find 
a living descendant who could be tested to confirm or 
reject the validity of a relationship. 
 



 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 
Finding X DNA testers who may share X DNA. 



 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 
 

DNA Test Connections for Surnames 
 

We create an index for everyone who shares a 
given last name at birth and is connected to any 

DNA test on WikiTree. 



 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 
 

 
These are most directly helpful for Y-chromosome tests. You can 
limit the display to just yDNA. 
 
Surname project administrators can use these as recruiting 
tools. If someone has taken a mitochondrial or autosomal test 
but has the surname in their family, they may well be interested 
in participating or finding someone in their family who can take a 
Y-chromosome test. 

 
To access all the DNA Surname Connections pages for the eight 
surnames of your great-grandparents, click the Surnames link in 
your "My WikiTree" pull-down menu. 



 

 

 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 



 

 

 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 



 

 

 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 



 

 

 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 



 

 

 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 



 

 

 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 



WikiTree DNA Feature 

Illustrations of DNA Inheritance (DNA 
Ancestors Pages) 

 

Every person on WikiTree has a DNA Ancestors 
page that you can see if their tree is public or if 
you're on the Trusted List. They are accessible 
through the person's Tree & Tools page... 

 



WikiTree DNA Feature 



WikiTree DNA Feature 



WikiTree DNA Feature 



WikiTree DNA Feature 

Illustrations of DNA Inheritance (DNA 
Ancestors Pages) 

 

…or from the DNA link on the pull-down menu 
for the person. 

 



WikiTree DNA Feature 



WikiTree DNA Feature 



WikiTree DNA Feature 



WikiTree DNA Feature 

Illustrations of DNA Inheritance (DNA 
Ancestors Pages) 

 
These pages show the ancestors from whom a 
person has inherited their mitochondrial DNA and 
their Y chromosome, if they're male. It also shows 
the percentage, on average*, of a person's X-
chromosome inherited from specific ancestors.  
 

*For an individual the actual percentage of DNA inheritance from specific 
ancestors (beyond a parent or grandparent) is rarely close to the average 

 



 

 

 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 



 

 

 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 



DNA Inheritance Widgets for Bloggers and 
Webmasters 
 

WikiTree has special "widgets" that can be embedded in any blog or website. 
They parallel the DNA Ancestors views. Since they pull data directly from 
WikiTree they always reflect the most current information and privacy 
preferences, and you don't need to worry about keeping an old blog post or 
web page current. 
 
• Examples: 
• Widget illustrating overall DNA inheritance 
• Widget illustrating Y-chromosome ancestral line 
• Widget illustrating mitochondrial ancestral line 
 
The widgets can be accessed through the Family Tree and Tools link on the 
pull-down menu for any person with a public family tree, then WikiTree Tools 
and Tree Widgets. 

 

 
WikiTree DNA Feature 

 

https://www.wikitree.com/treewidget/Pierpont-94/1000#DNA
https://www.wikitree.com/treewidget/Pierpont-94/1000#ten-generation-paternal
https://www.wikitree.com/treewidget/Pierpont-94/1000#ten-generation-paternal
https://www.wikitree.com/treewidget/Pierpont-94/1000#ten-generation-paternal
https://www.wikitree.com/treewidget/Pierpont-94/1000#ten-generation-maternal


 
1. Integration with  
 
 Status: Partially Implemented – need API for Privacy 
 
2. populate a fan chart showing possible auDNA inheritance, X DNA 
Inheritance, mtDNA Inheritance and Y-DNA Inheritance 
   
 Status: Waiting on goal 1 

 
3. A Feature which would populate a fan chart with probability 
ranges for auDNA inheritance based on known DNA matches, 
incorporating user entered information based on Phased DNA data, 
Chromosome # and segment over laps 
 
 Status: Waiting on goal 1 and 2 

DNA Project, Bright Ideas 

 
 
 

Fan 
Charts 
 
 
 
 
 



DNA Project, Bright Ideas 

 
 
 

Haplo-
group 
Alerts 
 
 
 
 

In the future, we hope to automatically alert 
members when haplogroups that should match 
conflict. Automatic detection of haplogroup 
conflict will be difficult for the foreseeable future 
because of the inconsistent naming of 
haplogroups and changing of haplogroup labels 
through time.  
 
This would require more technical sophistication 
in the programs and/or users.  
 
In the meantime, if a haplotype comparison chart 
exists on the Web then it can be linked from the 
note field.  



DNA Project, Bright Ideas 

 
 
 

Haplo-
group 
Alerts 
 
 
 
 
 

For example:, Peter Roberts' Family Tree 
DNA yDNA test page links to Haplotype 
comparison of Roberts descendants. 

https://www.wikitree.com/index.php?title=Special:DNATests&u=6035205&id=8
https://www.wikitree.com/index.php?title=Special:DNATests&u=6035205&id=8
https://www.wikitree.com/index.php?title=Special:DNATests&u=6035205&id=8
https://www.wikitree.com/index.php?title=Special:DNATests&u=6035205&id=8
https://www.wikitree.com/index.php?title=Special:DNATests&u=6035205&id=8
http://genealogy.hopetownmuseum.com/bahamasdnaproject/index.htm#RobertsI-Z59
http://home.comcast.net/~libpjr1/bahamasdna.htm#RobertsI-Z59


DNA Project, Bright Ideas 
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DNA Project, Bright Ideas 



DNA Project, Bright Ideas 



Help From the Community 

WikiTree is lucky to have some professional 
geneticists and leaders in genetic genealogy 

participating in our community. We also have a 
lot of members, perhaps like yourself, who 

aren't experts but are learning and are willing to 
help each other learn. 



Help From the Community 

Come to our Genealogist-to-Genealogist (G2G) 
Forum and ask whatever questions you have. Be 

sure to tag your questions DNA to make sure 
they're seen by the right people. 

 

Browse past discussions about DNA. And 
there's a DNA FAQ with Q&A on WikiTree's DNA 

Features. 

 

https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/
https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/
https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/
https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/
https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/
https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/
https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/ask
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Tags
https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/tag/DNA
https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/tag/dna
https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/tag/dna
https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/tag/dna
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/DNA_FAQ
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/DNA_Features
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/DNA_Features


Helping the Community 

If you consider yourself a bit more experienced, 
have an interest in helping others, and might 

want to participate in discussions on how 
WikiTree can further integrate DNA, follow the 
tag DNA and consider joining our DNA Project. 

 

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Following
https://www.wikitree.com/g2g/tag/DNA
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Project:DNA


Useful Links 

• WikiTree https://www.wikitree.com/ 
• New Member How to DNA 

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Category:New_
Member_How_To_DNA 

• Getting Started with DNA 
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/How_to_Get_Sta
rted_with_DNA 

• Add Test Information To WikiTree 
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:DNATest 

• TreeSeek Integration 
https://www.wikitree.com/index.php?title=Space
:TreeSeeek_WikiTree_Integration&public=1 
 

https://www.wikitree.com/
https://www.wikitree.com/
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Useful Links 

• TreeSeek Integration 
https://www.wikitree.com/index.php?title=Sp
ace:TreeSeeek_WikiTree_Integration&public=
1 

 

• Kitty Munson Cooper has a great post on 
some of WikiTree’s DNA Features 
http://blog.kittycooper.com/2015/01/organizi
ng-dna-results-with-your-genealogy-wikitree-
com/ 
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Useful Links 

• Roberta Estes interviews Peter Roberts about 
WikiTree’s DNA Features on her blog 
https://dna-
explained.com/2013/11/04/wikitree-and-dna/ 
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